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Dear Executive,
It’s no secret that the nature of business is evolving, and quickly. 
However,  predictions by industry analysts generally fail to capture 
the full pace, nature and ultimate course of these changes.

Early in 2014, CBD and Kent State University undertook a 
comprehensive research project. Our purpose was to map where 
the future of business is likely headed, based on the innovations 
that are rapidly entering the market now. We aimed to look not 
just one or two years down the road, but 10 to 15 years.

Our process was to conduct extensive secondary research, interview 
industry executives and assemble a panel of senior marketers to 
identify opportunities and implications.

Our aim here is to take a look at the most disruptive technology 
contributors that will shape new models, and provide a glimpse 
into how customer engagement strategies and tactics will change. 
We start with retail, the workhorse of the economy. Then we look 
at the myriad industries that will be most impacted, from banking 
to construction.

Our hope is that we have delivered an entertaining, interesting 
and insightful report that can help executives of all types imagine 
what changes their business might need to make now, and then 
anticipate how they will need to calibrate in order to flourish in 
the future.

CBD reviewed our predictions with a panel of senior marketers 
to solicit their input on what they believe will be the biggest 
impacts. In addition to the implications CBD had already 
mapped, our panel identified exciting opportunities for 
innovators and entrepreneurs. Keep an eye out for their input as 
we tell the story of our rapidly shifting business landscape.

Enjoy!

Gina Miller 
Director of Customer Experience 
and Demand Management,                     
CBD Marketing

Danielle Kilgore 
School of Journalism and                
Mass Communications,                  
Kent State University

With special thanks to our 
panel of senior marketers:

Beth Kitchener,                  
MasterCard International

Chris Gardner, 
Paydiant Inc.

Bob Slaker, 
IBM Business Analytics

Brian Eble, 
Global Marketing and 
Communications Consultant

Bridget Kulla,                                                    
James Hardie Building Products

Mark Solana, 
Integrys Energy Services

Susan Giddel, 
SusanGSays LLC

Susan Kryl, 
Kryl & Company

Tony Priore, 
Council of Residential Specialists

Victorya Maryan, 
Toddy Gear

Liz Brohan, 
CBD Marketing

Wendy Wardell, 
Kent State University
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Simone is an urban-dwelling, fun-loving fashionista who 
likes to window-shop on Michigan Avenue in Chicago on 
her way to work. As she stops to admire a necklace in the 
window of a high-end jeweler, she checks the time on her 
phone. Unfortunately, she’s late and has no time to stop in. 

Later in the day, Simone goes online to research a new- 
car purchase, becoming hopelessly confused about the 
positives and negatives of two car models. She’s further 
frustrated by her experience with an online retailer who 
presents too little information for her to make a decision.

Soon, these will these will not be a problem at all for Simone. 

In our future frictionless retail world, in which barriers to 
purchase are all but eliminated, Simone’s mobile device 
takes center stage. She’ll be able to scan the item through 
the window. The retailer’s technology will reach out to the 
street to enable a purchase and same-day delivery with 
a single touch or voice command. Her online shopping 
will be more pleasant and efficient than ever before, as a 
human-like assistant guides her purchases. 

Enriched online and window-shopping experiences are 
just the beginning for Simone. She will no longer have 
to visit the grocery store. She’ll stop at a convenient 
kiosk filled only with pictures of items she can tap or scan, 
and she’ll receive those items at her front door almost 
immediately. In fact, in the future, most every surface or 

image will be sufficient to a virtual retail channel—print 
ads, video content, the side of a bus and more. All this is 
coming, and it will change whole industries forever.

Technologies, ideas and models that are just emerging 
today are laying the foundation for a profound 
revolution. Mobile payment, virtual reality, artificial 
intelligence, networked operations technologies, 
robotics, advanced manufacturing…we’re experiencing a 
dizzying explosion of innovation. 

Through the lens of a technology futurist, the capabilities 
enabled by these advances paint an interesting and 
amazing picture of what’s to come. We predict that 
these technologies will converge in step with economic 
drivers and shifting consumer preferences, and we will 
see very different landscapes emerge for many industries 
including retail, manufacturing, channel marketers, 
telecommunications, logistics, banking and financial 
services, marketing, and education and training. 

Anticipating these changes should be a number one 
priority for companies who want to flourish in our 
frictionless future.

Fast Forward to the Future

We will see very different landscapes 
emerge for the retail, manufacturing, 
telecommunications, logistics, 
banking and financial services, and 
marketing industries.
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MOBILE PAYMENT ADOPTION PAVES THE WAY 
It’s not a matter of if, but when. Some industry   
observers predict that most people in the US will have 
embraced and fully adopted the use of smartphone-
enabled purchasing as soon as the year 2020. Others 
believe the transition will take place more slowly. 
But certainly most believe mass adoption is coming, 
probably starting with key socioeconomic and 
generational segments of the population. 

There are many obstacles to achieving scaled mobile 
payment adoption in the US, including: 

■■ A lack of standards for data transfer and security 

■■ IP rights and the ownership of customer and 
transaction data

■■ Merchant adoption of contactless terminals

■■ Working through the economics

But the march moves on to tackle these barriers. 

The rate of technologies and applications emerging to 
facilitate mobile payments is astounding. The push is on 
to drive adoption, and when mobile payment is finally 
the norm, everything changes.

VIRTUAL WALLETS 
Early versions of these apps merely consolidated card 
information, and transactions were limited to stored value 
cards. But e-wallets have come a long way, and financial 
services, telecommunications and tech firms all want a 
piece of the pie. 

In fact, they are increasingly cooperating to bring true 
mobile payment channels to market. 

■■ T-Mobile partnered with Visa to offer a financial 
management and mobile transaction platform for 
the under-banked market.

■■ Google Wallet is leveraging MasterCard PayPass 
technology. 

Top Innovations and Ideas 
Driving the Future

According to research by Parks Associates,

40 million US consumers 
used a virtual wallet in 2013.
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■■ BBVA is the largest global bank yet to offer a virtual 
wallet to customers of their 687 USbranches. Notably, 
users of this wallet can use the BBVA “wallet card”—a 
prepaid that will connect to any bank account, even 
non-BBVA accounts. A Near Field Communication 
(NFC) sticker can be requested to attach onto the 
back of smartphones that don’t have a native NFC 
chip. This will allow iPhone users to make touchless 
payments. Visa is their check card partner.

■■ PNC Bank’s Virtual Wallet app is tethered to their 
Visa check card. 

■■ AT&T, Verizon and T-Mobile partnered to develop the 
Softcard (formerly Isis) platform that can leverage 
American Express, Chase and Wells Fargo credit cards.

Online commerce enablers like PayPal and Amazon 
aren’t letting the opportunity pass them by. PayPal 
launched a new mobile payment app and is looking into 
integrating Apple’s iOS 8 Touch ID. Amazon is building a 
Kindle-based payment app.

While late to the party, Apple is partnering with Visa, 
MasterCard and American Express to launch a mobile 
payment app, incorporating their Touch ID Fingerprint 
Sensor and Near Field Communication (NFC).

In 2013, MasterCard launched their own digital wallet 
called “MasterPass”, a white-label solution that allows 
businesses to launch their own wallets and leverage the 
MasterPass Acceptance Network. Consumers can use the 
wallet to purchase at over 300 merchants.

CBD interviewed Beth Kitchener, Business Leader at 
MasterCard International, to get her take on mobile 
payment technologies. Says Kitchener, “The hope is 
that with digital wallets, with the permission of the user, 
the digital wallet will learn the habits of the user and 
recommend relevant offers.” 

Who will win the mobile wallet game? Chris Gardner, 
the cofounder of white-label provider Paydiant, puts it 
this way “It’s important to understand that the mobile 
or virtual wallet is a MARKETING platform more than 
a payment solution. It is the value added services like 
offers and loyalty that you wrap around a transaction, 
that drive customer adoption and retailer return on 
investment. This is the same reason that mobile wallet 
offerings from Google, PayPal and others have struggled, 
in spite of massive investment. Retailers recognized right 
away that mobile is a strategic customer touchpoint and 
they simply were not willing to concede to other players.”

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

FRICTIONLESS ONLINE
Another advance, this one for online buyers, is Visa 
Checkout. This new feature can be offered by online 
retailers, and streamlines purchasing in a dramatic 
way—requiring the use of only a username and 
password to conduct the transaction. Buyers set up 
an account once with their personal information and 
delivery destination, and never have to enter that 
information again. Say goodbye to big thumb frustration 
while buying on your phone. Best of all, buyers can use 
any major credit or debit card.
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EMERGENCE OF “NO-CARD REQUIRED”
One of the biggest challenges to accepting mobile 
payments is that many options require a retailer to 
change their POS infrastructure. However, UK player  
Zapp is bringing a new solution that should be of great 
interest to those in the US mobile payment race.

Zapp, an application that UK banks can offer to customers 
acts as a debit card by sending code to the bank to confirm 
the transaction. No cards are involved; you only need your 
phone and a banking account. And no personal or account 
data is ever exchanged with the retailer. UK banks are 
thrilled about the new revenue stream of transaction fees. 
In fact, Zapp already had most of the largest banks in the 
UK on board before they launched.

WEARABLE PAYMENT TECHNOLOGY 
Mobile payment isn’t just for phones. Google Glass, 
perhaps the best-known wearable device, will be 
integrated with Google Wallet, and PayPal is an early 
entrant with an app for Android Wear smartwatches. 
This follows PayPal’s apps for Samsung’s Gear 2 and 
Gear Fit devices, which take advantage of the Galaxy S5 
fingerprint sensor capabilities to build security. Apple 
recently patented their own iTime smartwatch concepts, 
and is thought to be launching a smartwatch soon. 

Google’s Android Wear SDK operating system has 
enabled developers to design for wearable devices, and 
developers are hard at work to bring new devices to 
market—wristbands, glasses, rings and even clothing. 
Certainly, Heritage Bank’s pay-by-sleeve device is an 
interesting development. Clothing with embedded chips 
can enable totally hands-free, device-free purchasing. 

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE POS
It’s important not to overlook the consumer-to-consumer 
mobile payment trend. When consumers and micro-
business people need to exchange money, there are 
prolific new devices and apps for that. 

Square, Amazon Local Register, Venmo, Dwolla, Bump 
Pay and Zipmark are leading the way by either linking  
to personal banking accounts, facilitating card 
purchases, or leveraging social media channels like 
Twitter to transfer money on the fly. These early 
platforms are key building blocks for enabling new 
marketing and distribution models. 

PREDICTIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Retailers have never before had so much data for 
anticipating and encouraging consumer behavior 
through customized responses to individual customers. 

Merchants are now able (and slowly starting) to drive 
revenue by applying predictive analytics. According to 
an Agileone study, email communications that leverage 
likelihood-to-purchase models are the main focus of 
retailers now, but they’ll quickly move toward other 
models such as product and behavioral, and likelihood- 
to-churn clusters.

Using predictive tactics online will be the next big 
hurdle for retailers. Behavioral targeting, geotargeting 
and weather targeting are just a few of the abundant 
ways in which brands can connect to individuals online. 
But according to Monetate, only about 25% of digital 
marketers today attempt to do so. This will change.

As consumers are exposed to more and more content, 
they are also using more and more tools to filter 
and avoid it. Marketers must incorporate disruptive 

 By the end of 2014,                                            

over 70% of retailers will be 
using predictive analytics in 
at least one channel.
Source: Agileone
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technology in order to create more relevant experiences 
for them. Marketing automation tools, like those offered 
by Monetate, Sailthru, Demandbase and Optimizely, are 
helping brands to leverage geographic, demographic, 
behavioral and contextual segmentation, and deliver 
dynamically personalized content across all web, tablet 
and phone screens. 

When predictive techniques are applied, as they 
inevitably will be, retailers can engage more relevantly in 
real time with buyers in-store, online and on the street. 
Multiple technologies are emerging to enable just that.

GEO-MONITORING AND PUSH MESSAGING
Beacons, iBeacons and retail lighting systems like those 
developed by Phillips are enabling geo-targeted, one-to-
one mobile marketing services. 

Beacons are low-cost, conspicuous devices that retailers 
and others may attach to a store surface. They use 
low-energy Bluetooth or NFC connections to transmit 
messages or prompts directly to a smartphone or tablet. 
Merchants can use the devices to transmit location- 
specific data such as product information or promotions. 

Beacons also play a role in mobile payment systems. 
PayPal is reportedly pushing to place its Beacon sensors 
in millions of shops to power digital payments. 

Event organizers, airlines, transit systems, enterprises 
and educational institutions also recognize the 
power of Beacons to facilitate communication. These 
industries will be part of driving consumer acceptance 
and adoption, which is important because there are 
many barriers to adoption now. Users have to enable 
Bluetooth, accept location services on the app, and 
opt in to receive messaging. The challenge of getting 
consumers comfortable with this can be overcome with 
widespread civil service applications.

While push notifications require permissions, Beacons 
can also be used to target mobile banners and social 
media, and can reach consumers who are using certain 

shopping platforms. For instance, inMarket, the largest 
installer of Beacons, is working with CPG brands to 
message to customers who use the CheckPoints app. 
InMarket clients include Giant Eagle and Safeway stores. 

InMarket recently reported that they worked with 
Hillshire to drive sales of their American Craft Link 
Sausages product and witnessed a 20x increase in 
purchase intent, representing a “500% increase over the 
CPG average for mobile ad engagement.”

“What we’ll see in the retail world 
will ultimately become part of the 
B2B equation. Interactions will 
become more direct and one-to-
one. And as a result, we’ll see the 
same types of concerns about data 
use become important.”

  Bob Slaker
  IBM Business Analytics
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But retailers don’t need a broad deployment of Beacons 
to accomplish geo-targeting. They could also change 
their lighting system.

In early 2014, Royal Phillips unveiled a new lighting 
system that uses intelligent LEDs. The system enables 
the transmission of data from the lights to a user app, 
giving customers information and coupons based on 
where they are in the store. An added benefit is in the 
lighting itself—use of LEDs lowers electricity bills, which  
present a considerable expense for a retailer.

OMNIPRESENT COMMERCE
One day soon, Simone might be perusing a magazine 
or watching TV, see an item she likes, and purchase it 
instantly from her mobile device. 

Peri might be the most interesting app to help shape the 
frictionless future, and it is notably innovated by a bank. 
In partnership with Monitise PLC, U.S.Bank, developed 
the Peri app, which will add a new tech dimension to 
ads in print, television, movies or radio. In other words, 
Peri makes “old” marketing channels “clickable,” and 
purchasing a near-instant experience.

The app will be empowered with the ability to detect 
digital watermarks—embedded digital information in 
audio, images and printed materials. These watermarks 
are imperceptible to humans, but can be detected by 
smartphones and computers. Best of all, the watermarks 
come with a serial number so the advertiser can track the 
performance of each ad.

U.S. Bank digitally watermarked several pages of their 
2011 annual report to engage investors with Digimarc 
technology, likely leading to the inspiration for Peri. The 
bank is working to white-label this app to fashion brands 
and other companies. 

Get ready for more unusual moves by banks. In a recent 
article announcing the planned app, Dominic Venturo, 
Chief Innovation Officer for payments at U.S. Bank, is 
quoted as saying, “Don’t think of us as a bank. Think 
of us as commerce. We are experts in payments and   
enable commerce.”

Peri is exactly the type of innovation that can transform 
retail and revitalize the advertising industry, and it is 
the first of many technologies that will enable new 
channel models. Multimedia, physical showrooms and              
microshowrooms will enable consumers to purchase a 
product without hesitation or hassle, wherever they see it.

“Apps like Peri will 
make broadcast 
and print advertising 
viable again.”

  Victorya Maryan
  Toddy Gear
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VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES
Two other technologies will shift the landscape of retail 
dramatically—virtual reality and holographic imaging. 

Nissan may have been the first to provide a rich, 
interactive, holographic experience powered by Xbox 
Kinect and a 3D holographic projector at the Toronto 
International Car Show in 2013.

However, the holographic showroom recently unveiled 
by Lowe’s Home Improvement demonstrates that a 
low-footprint, immersive retail shopping experience is 
not only possible, but practical. Customers can enter 
a small viewing box and design the bathroom of their 
dreams. Lowe’s has big plans for expansion across product 
categories. It can’t be long before this technology enables 
users to purchase specific items within the experience.

But that’s not the end of holographic applications for 
retail. Virtual people are in store, like 4What’s Virtual 
Holographic Greeter, which allows retailers to deliver a 
nonconfrontational, novel and branded experience to 
engage store visitors. The technology incorporates QR 

codes to steer customers to the information they want or 
to special deals. It is being used at hotels, retail outlets, 
grocery stores, home improvement stores and at trade 
shows. With the incorporation of digital watermarks, this 
technology will become a sales channel that is portable, 
engaging and scannable to enable instant purchasing.

Industry naysayers—and many consumers—believe 
technology will never be able to replace the experience 
of touching and feeling merchandise in the store. But 
haptic technology is working to bridge this gap. 

Haptics, which add the sense of touch to previously 
visual-only experiences, are gaining acceptance as a 
key part of  virtual reality systems. Researchers have 
already developed 3D holograms that can be touched 
using acoustic radiation to create a pressure sensation 
on a user’s hand. Plus, companies like Immersion are      
bringing haptics to smartphones.

Virtual reality may someday be able to do the same thing—
but outside of the box. Oculus was first to market with 
the groundbreaking virtual reality headset for immersive 
gaming they dubbed “Oculus Rift”. Facebook purchased 
Oculus in July of 2014. Oculus’s mission is to enable you 
to experience the impossible, and Facebook intends 
to eventually help them expand on their gaming focus 
to encompass many other experiences. They envision 
both entertainment and communications capabilities, 
and aspire to see applications emerge to address virtual 
education, healthcare consultations and more. 

As virtual reality matures, it shouldn’t be long before 
retailers look to applications to incorporate a brand and 
shopping experience. The concept of a future in which 
we might don a headset and go to a virtual mall (or go to 
a store and have a virtually enriched experience) is not 
such an outlandish idea. 
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The line between the sterile online and the personal      
in-store buying experience will soon blur, thanks to 
artificial intelligence.

Apple’s Siri, Google Now and Windows Phone’s Cortana, as 
well as the BlackBerry Assistant, all support voice command 
and sport a learning backend. Some virtual assistants have 
already begun to use geo-targeting technologies to localize 
the experience. For instance, Cortana will be leveraged 
within the popular Foursquare app. 

VBC’s Hologuide is a next-generation holographic store 
assistant that has both retail and industry excited. 
Hologuide, or Hali (Holographic Lifelike Intelligence), 
incorporates 4K video and answers questions in 26 
languages with the help of its “unique virtual intelligence 
software.” The experience is not merely a projected 
image and a recorded message. While Hali is interacting 
with visitors, it is also assessing and adjusting to the 
customer’s mood, and collecting a wide variety of data 
about store visitors.

In the future, a familiar, friendly voice will be there to 
answer, whether a customer types, taps or speaks their 
request. TVs, holograms, computing devices, apps, 
phones and more—consumers will have access to both 
online and offline assistants with natural language 
understanding, and the ability to perform many more 
commands than they do today. 

Apple is currently working on a version of Siri that will 
be able to research purchases and conduct transactions.         
Ex-Apple employees started Viv Labs to try to beat         
them to the punch with their Viv software. Interestingly, 
both companies are considering a model based on 
charging transaction fees to end users, as well as
licensing to developers. 

Many companies don’t need and can’t afford to offer 
this expansive set of personal assistant functionality. A 
low-cost middleware solution offered by Yseop uses a 

combination of artificial intelligence and natural language 
generation (NLG) to communicate through written form in 
multiple languages. It has the unique ability to “dialogue” 
with customers using contextual references, and to pose 
unscripted questions. A customer’s typed response 
guides Yseop to provide recommendations for products, 
as well as explain the reason for the recommendations. 
And the software is capable of reflecting a particular 
tone of response—be it sassy or formal. This advance can 
give brands a branded, product-specific virtual personal 
assistant with a bit of personality—all built on structured 
data and decision trees.

IBM’s Watson intends to bring businesses a more 
intuitive, voiced solution. Their “Watson Developer 
Cloud Enterprise” allows developers to leverage the 
program’s ability to analyze, discover insights and learn 
from big data. And IBM is serious, with a commitment to 
invest $100 million in specific, handpicked companies 
that develop a solution on Watson technology. How will 
those companies be selected? Part of the criteria is “the 
ability of the application to positively disrupt and spur 
innovation in a market or industry.”

Earlier this year, Watson Group chose to invest in Fluid, 
Inc. and is helping them create an app for online retailers 
to provide that personal, expert advice while shopping. 
The app, called Fluid XPS, is being piloted with North 
Face. In an IBM fact sheet about the project, Brooke 
Aguilar, Fluid’s VP of Global Business Development, is 
quoted as saying, “We’re putting the best possible sales 
associate in the hands of every customer, every time.”

There is still considerable work to do to make Watson’s 
conversation abilities on par with humans, and there 
is some speculation that IBM and Apple might form a 
partnership, and even merge the Watson and Siri projects. 
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ROBOTS
Retail robots are already emerging to handle menial 
tasks such as folding and fetching merchandise, 
and artificial intelligence is being applied to enable 
customers to access instant product information, and to 
deliver a distinctive experience.

Robots have dominated manufacturing for a long        
time now, but they are evolving quickly. One low-cost 
coworker robot that’s about to leave the manufacturing 
floor is semihumanoid Baxter. Baxter was introduced 
in 2012 by Boston-based firm Rethink Robotics, and it 
excels at fast, repetitive work. But Baxter is now being 
developed into more of a multipurpose robot which can 
carry out a wider variety of activities. Some of the most 
intriguing advances in robotics include:

■■ A robotic-themed restaurant in China with 20     
robot workers

■■ CHARLI II—the first human-sized robot in the US, 
developed as a helper robot by Virginia Tech

■■ JIBO, the “world’s first family robot,” personal 
assistant and companion

■■ Chef Robot with human-like hands to gently work 
with fragile foods

■■ RP-VITA telepresence robot to help physicians 
provide remote, yet interactive, healthcare services

It’s worth noting that in the last two years, Google 
has acquired at least seven robotics and one artificial 
intelligence firm—but they’re not sharing their plans. One of the most innovative store concepts using robots 

today is Hointer, with stores in Seattle, Washington and 
Palo Alto, California. And while they are using robots in 
the background for inventory management, Hointer aims 
to make shopping in a store both faster and more fun for 
the consumer. But in doing so, they are also making a 
system that’s infinitely more efficient for any retailer.

• Use sign language

• Open a bottle

• Understand when 
multiple people are 
speaking at once

• Adjust its behavior 
based on context

• Run, climb stairs and 
walk backward 

• Make decisions

In fact, it’s almost to a stage where it can 
perform anywhere, right alongside people.

ASIMO can:

Honda’s newest version of the humanoid 
robot ASIMO is the most human-like robot yet. 
It’s autonomous, intelligent, responsive and 
much more agile than previous generations.

Meet ASIMO
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The Retail Store of the Future 
Hointer stores are small—less than 5,000 square feet.  
Only one of every product line is displayed, and each 
product features an electronic tag. When a customer sees 
a style they like, they’ll use the Hointer app. Shoppers 
hold their phone next to an NFC-enabled tag on the 
item, tap (not scan), and specify color, size, etc. Within 
30 seconds, the item is sent to a dressing room via a 
robot, and the app notifies the customer which room 
to go to. Selection of the item on the showroom floor 
automatically populates their virtual shopping basket 
order. If they need another size, they put the item down 
a chute in the dressing room, and the item automatically 
disappears from their shopping cart. Once they are ready 
to buy, the customer taps their phone to a POS terminal 
in the store and swipes their credit card.

The app itself also functions as a personal shopping 
buddy—giving suggestions about what the customer 
should try next, providing fashion trend content from 
social media, extending coupons and pointing out 
special deals.

Hailed as the store of the future, Hointer’s vision actually 
isn’t to have a broad footprint of retail stores. Rather, 
they want thousands of retailers to use their technology. 
And it appears the concept is gaining ground. MDS, a 
fashion retailer in Singapore, and a Levi’s store in New 
York were early adopters.

Converting an existing retail store is fast. Hointer can 
transform a store in as few as two weeks. And while 
fashion brands are leading adoption now, Hointer 
envisions other categories, including shoes, grocery, 
electronics, home goods, office supplies and more.

Hointer’s app isn’t utilizing artificial intelligence yet, but 
right now it is gathering data about sales, conversion 
rates and associate productivity, as well as what people 
like about products so retailers can continue to improve 
merchandise selection. You can bet, though, that because 
the founder hails from Amazon, the focus will be on 
continuing to be more and more efficient. Artificial 
intelligence is likely one of the places they will explore next.

A Hointer solution requires almost no staff for stocking, 
no attendants in the fitting rooms, no cashiers…the 
5,000-square-foot Hointer store in Seattle is run by only 
one employee. One Hointer technology buyer, retailer 
MDS, touts that they’ve been able to reduce manpower 
needs to three associates at any given time, even on 
weekends. If artificial intelligence is applied within 
the app, and robots evolve will include humanoid 
qualities in the future, MDS may have the option to be 
completely human free. 
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Same-Day Delivery Is 
the Next Frontier
Some would say that the efficiency of logistics and 
transportation in the retail industry has greatly improved 
with the development of more predictive analytics and 
logistics management technologies. We haven’t seen 
anything yet. 

When commerce went online, a whole new category of 
service enabler emerged: the third-party e-commerce 
order-fulfillment service. This model is built on huge 
warehouses and centralized staff to pack and ship. 
Shipwire, a leader in the industry, sports nine massive 
warehouses sprinkled across the globe. Webgistix has 
five in the US, and pride themselves on providing a two-
day delivery option. Their model is about to be severely 
disrupted as same-day delivery demand grows. 

One of the key reasons customers still go to stores is a 
desire for instant gratification. The difference now is that 
they do extensive research online first. Based on a new 
study by Business Insider, this behavior, called “reverse 
showrooming”, is far more prevalent than viewing a 
product in a store and then buying it online. Physical 
retail stores aren’t going anywhere, and will only evolve to 
become more like value-added resources for customers.

This is why online heavyweights like Amazon.com, 
Google and eBay Inc. have all launched same-day 
delivery services to bypass the 2-day express and 
5-to-7-day standard delivery options available through 
traditional logistics channels. 

Google is taking the idea a few steps further by offering 
a shopping app that streamlines ordering from local and 
national retailers like Costco, Target and Walgreens. Their 
app, Google Shopping Express, is linked to Google Wallet, 
and offers free shipping for six months. However, for now, 
delivery from this portal is only available in a few areas 
around San Francisco. In fact, Hointer has partnered with 
Google to facilitate same-day delivery of apparel as part 
of its plan to build a network of stores that also double as 
small warehouses to allow for same-day delivery.

Same-day demand isn’t just a B-to-C phenomenon. 
Lowe’s recently launched a same-day, on-demand 
service for their professional contractor customers, 
delivering just-in-time worksite needs, as well as 

“If you move to the showroom 
approach, your costs structure 
shifts…you don’t need the 
overhead. Therefore, offering 
free same-day delivery won’t cut 
deeply into the profit margin.”

  Bridget Kulla
  James Hardie Building Products
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regular visits to restock supplies. Lowe’s has taken the 
extraordinary measure of developing its own light vehicle 
fleet to enable this offering.

Same-day offerings can only lead to one thing—parity 
delivery offerings from air and ground logistics competitors. 

The beleaguered USPS is certainly hoping to cash in 
with their Metro Post service, which was tested in San 
Francisco in 2012. The service promised 2- to 6-hour 
delivery from online or in-store purchases at select 
retailers. At that time, they failed to secure enough 
retailers to meet a 200-package-per-day goal, and the 
program was suspended in March of 2014. They plan to 
reinitiate the program after they secure the retailers they 
need, and even have ambitions for a shopping app like 
Google Shopping Express.

FedEx and UPS will need to evolve or accept a much 
smaller piece of the logistics pie. While FedEx and UPS 
already offer same-day delivery in all fifty states, their 
operational model is not yet efficient and cost-effective 
for retailers or consumers. They may yet take a hard  
look at ways to compete in same-day delivery, and 
may be forced to leverage each other’s strengths in a 
coopetition model. Or perhaps they’ll embrace drones 
or crowdsourced subcontractors, as it appears their 
German competitor DHL is doing. 

In Sweden, DHL is giving a network of individuals the 
opportunity to deliver packages directly to other end 
consumers. Using a mobile app, the MyWays service 
connects individuals who ask for flexible deliveries with 
those offering to transport parcels along their daily 
routes for a small fee. DHL is also well on their way to 
leveraging drone technologies, and recently tested 
their yellow remote-controlled helicopter by delivering 
a box of medicine from a pharmacy in the city of Bonn 
to the company’s headquarters on the other side of the 
Rhine River. DHL’s drone follows the debut of Amazon’s 
Octocopter, which could be used to deliver packages 
to its customers in the future, replacing postmen and 
cutting the delivery times of its goods. 

It won’t be long before the expectation for same-day 
delivery becomes the norm in heavily populated areas. 
And with the potential integration of delivery drones and 
self-driving vehicles, 30 minutes could be the standard. 
Our children’s children may reach adulthood with 
absolutely no idea that it used to take 5 to 8 business 
days—or more—to receive an item ordered online.

What is clear is that the demand for same-day delivery will 
necessarily transform current product distribution models 
to facilitate local product access and delivery. The single, 
centralized warehouse will be a thing of the past.

“What if consumers are 
worried about the security of 
the purchased items delivered 
to their homes? I can envision 
the need for a type of secure 
Delivery Pod product.”

  Susan Kryl
  Kryl & Company
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Convergence Will Change Our Lives 
Looking at the technologies, trends and innovations 
mentioned earlier, you can see that they each signal a 
movement which may end retail and retail marketing as 
we know it, and start a chain of industry shifts. No doubt 
there will inevitably be a gradual fusion of technologies 
that will forever change the way business is conducted, 
transforming whole industries.

We’re at the relative beginning of a very predictable 
technology lifecycle. Time and time again, we’ve 
seen similar waves of innovation. It starts with small 
innovations brought to market to address a specific 
need. In this phase, slow adoption helps prove and 
perfect the concept, at which time there is general 
acceptance and an increase in adoption. 

Increased adoption signals market leaders that it’s 
safe to add the innovation into their own suite of solutions. 
This is most efficiently accomplished through buying new 
technologies via acquisitions and mergers. A few leaders 
will eventually emerge. To compete and differentiate 
against each other, they will seek to create ever more 
complete solutions to address more holistic needs.

If we combine all we can predict related to technology-
aided commerce and everything we know about the 
explosion of marketing automation platforms today, 
we can forecast that what will eventually evolve is a 
handful of companies which sell a seamless, data-driven 
ecosystem to enable ease of merchandising, transacting, 
marketing, predictive analysis and operational efficiency 
for the biggest brands.

Initial Innovation General Acceptance Leaders Emerge

Slow Adoption High-level 
Implementation Democratization

A new technology is 
created to address a 

specific need.

Mass adoption                        
of technology.

To compete, leaders generate ever 
more complete solutions, focused 

on top-tier buyer segments.

Concept is proven        
and perfected.

Market leaders create a suite of 
solutions incorporating new, 

proven technology, often through 
acquisitions and mergers.

Interrupter brands 
emerge to lower price and 

accessibility for midtier 
and regional brands. 

Technology Life Cycle
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In our frictionless future, retail will look profoundly 
different to consumers. However, there are far-reaching 
implications across other industries, ranging from 
banking to logistics, which impact both form and 
function. The changes will not happen within the next 
five years, but in as little as ten to fifteen years we could 
be looking at a vastly different business landscape.

For Retailers

PRODUCT
Manufacturing innovations and retail technology 
commoditization will eventually level the playing field 
for large and small retailers alike. 

Delivering an increasingly personalized approach to 
brands, including customized products and personalized 
pricing and services, will be key to survival. Amazon 
is getting a head start with their online 3-D printed 
products store.

Speed to market and continuous codesign with both 
consumers and cross-industry partners will help 
retailers stay ahead. 

As robots enter the workforce, consideration needs to be 
given to functional applications and implications, e.g., 
automation of dreaded and expensive inventory cycles—
packaging and display may need to evolve to enable 
greater efficiently. Managing shrinkage is another area of 
opportunity. Machines with sensors are potentially much 
better than humans at detecting theft.

PEOPLE
Being a vital competitor will necessitate shifting from a 
product-driven model to an everything-is-service model, 
a self-service model or a total automation model. 

At the high end of retail, look to companies such as 
Neiman Marcus and Saks to refine and advance the 
role of the store associate from that of taskmaster to 
teacher, advisor, enabler, personal assistant and brand 
ambassador. Value brands, however, will likely look to 
phase out more human resources in favor of self and 
automated services. 

Better experiences command a slightly higher price point, 
and we predict that premium brands won’t let go of their 
people. These brands will be rewarded through investing 
in employee-facilitated product comparison tools and 
training, as well as broadening employee education 
outside of the category. Customers will want a modern 
shopping experience that is not readily replicable online, 
and there will always be a place for brands that can 
cultivate store teams with well-polished soft skills and the 
right attitude. People will be the new differentiator.

PLACE
Retailers will virtualize their retail experience. This can 
mean anything from online or offline virtual reality 
to 3-D showrooms and virtual product customization 
experiences—all facilitating instant purchase capabilities 
and nearly instant delivery.

Implications 
“Retail businesses will simultaneously 
expand and contract—smaller 
footprints, more boutiques, more 
franchises. Companies that can’t 
provide customization are going 
to have a hard time.  I will have to 
find out logistically how I can make 
that customization work.  If I can’t, 
someone else will.” 

  Tony Priore
  Council of Residential Specialists 
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Meeting demands for customization and real-time 
supply—plus the need for lower operations costs—will 
mean synchronization with partners, manufacturers 
and suppliers. Data exchange across the value chain, 
and cooperative data mining, will be necessary for both 
manufacturers and retailers to thrive.

However, as 3-D printing matures and scales up, 
retailers will have the option to be less dependent on 
manufacturers. They’ll have the ability to assert total 
control over the brand experience with nearly real-time, 
localized, customized production. But products may not 
be the only things they’ll be offering.

Lawn services purchased at Aldi’s? Restaurants owned 
by Safeway? Home oil change service from Target? 
Diversification is the darling strategy of brands looking 
to extend their relevance in a commoditized space. As 
competitors struggle for share of wallet in our frictionless 
future, we’ll see retailers expanding to differentiate. 
However, retailers should note the lessons offered by 
history. Brands like Sears diversified into auto repair and 
optical services without innovating their core experience 
or products.  

While smaller retail locations will proliferate, traditional 
department stores will cease to exist. Malls, however, likely 
won’t. Same-day delivery will solve a big problem for mall 
shoppers—how to navigate and buy from so many stores 
while lugging heavy and awkward bags. Upscale malls are 
already starting to offer the service.

PROMOTION
If you think that the CEOs and COOs job will be more 
challenging in the future, CMOs will also see their role, 
and that of their team, evolve significantly. In fact, the 
CMO might finally take a central role in business and 
operations decision-making.

Hyperlocal, hyperrelevant and predictive marketing 
tactics will help brands drive sales in the future. This 
requires heavily leveraging predictive analytics and 

cognitive computing that will be enabled through more 
sophisticated marketing and analytics tools. Marketers with 
deep IT expertise will be in high demand for a time, but as 
marketing technologies evolve, this demand will wane.

With the algorithms out of the way, marketers can 
focus on the art. Freed from tasks related to delivery 
and optimization, brands will concentrate on strategy 

How will marketers succeed 
in the future?

We posed this question to our panel 
of senior marketers, and here are 
some of their thoughts:

  “Build a solid reputation as a         
trusted source”

  “Publicize the ways you are proactively 
protecting consumer security”

  “Give consumers more control over 
their data and what they receive    
from you”

  “Balance technology and data with 
compassion and relevancy”

  “Find and engage opinion leaders”

  “Harness consumer-generated content 
through paid product placement”

  “Be nimble, and be ready to sacrifice 
sacred cows”

  “Constantly update technology to 
harness new capabilities”
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and creative, with a greater focus on the brand and 
brand experience across channels. This will involve 
engaging the consumer directly, and collaboratively 
shaping strategies with their input. Marketers will 
need to expand their focus on their channels, content 
development, and brand entertainment, and develop 
virtualized transaction experiences.

Online and offline, merchandising will take on more 
experiential forms. Brand stores will build on the 
experience of both acquisition and ownership to 
immerse customers in sensation. Models like Bass Pro 
Shops, LEGO Stores, and the American Girl store are    
just the tip of the iceberg.

CHANNEL MARKETERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
With a new array of sophisticated marketing tools, 
virtual assistant platforms and same-day distribution 
options, what use might a manufacturer have for their 
current sales channels? Manufacturers are already keenly 
investing in next-generation manufacturing technologies, 
and will be well positioned to ride the demand in 
customized products. They’ll be in the enviable position 
of being able to take control of the sale and the brand 
experience. They’ll have the option of recapturing and 
controlling their margins…and their data. 

We don’t imagine we’re looking at wholesale 
disintermediation, but we know that manufacturers will 
seek to incorporate an optimum mix of intermediaries 
capable of enhancing distribution efficiency. 

Distributors must anticipate ways in which they can add 
efficiency and accountability to a manufacturer’s supply 
chain by developing closer partnerships, facilitating 
customer data transparency and boosting sales through 
marketing promotions. Intermediaries that don’t make 
the cut would have to adopt new business models. 
Perhaps they will become the local warehouse that 
facilitates same-day delivery, rather than the customer’s 
point of sale. Or perhaps they emerge as diversified, 
customized service suppliers, monetizing their industry-
specific and customer-specific knowledge base. 

Manufacturers who choose to go the direct sales route 
will require all the trappings of a B2C model, including 
marketing infrastructure, new skills and, especially, a 
new cultural paradigm. We suspect that those who are 
up for the challenge will lead their categories.

Implications Across Industries
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS AS BANKS
AT&T Mobile Banking and Loan? It’s not out of the 
question. T-Mobile’s partnership with Visa continues the 
trend of telecommunications moving into new industries, 
including banking. 

One of the pioneers in this area has been Canadian firm 
Rogers Communications Inc., who last year incorporated 
a subsidiary firm, Rogers Bank, and received approval 
from regulators to offer its own credit card. Customers 
who use the card will be able to accumulate loyalty 
points, under the Rogers First Rewards program. 
Customers can also use the virtual co-branded Rogers 
Prepaid MasterCard and gift cards to purchase through 
the firm’s Suretap wallet. But Rogers is not stopping 
there. Within their app, users can buy gift cards valid at 
Canadian restaurants and retailers.

The Rogers model is a far cry from retail banking, but firms 
like DonRiver, Inc. are making it easier and more profitable 
to make the leap. DonRiver offers a growing suite of off-
the-shelf technology platforms that allow both banks and 
telecoms to offer value-add financial services and mobile 
payment solutions. Banks and telecoms of any size can 
enter the fray without the time and considerable expense 
of development and systems integration. 

RETAIL REAL ESTATE CRASH, REMODELING 
INDUSTRY BOOM?
What happens when same-day delivery becomes the  
norm, and consumers reach critical mass in the adoption  
of virtualized retail experiences? A dramatically reduced 
retail real estate footprint. 

When a storefront can be a 20 x 20 nook or an automated 
5,000-square-foot space; when items can be purchased 
from the side of a bus, a magazine page or a park bench; 
when stores become accessible via a 3-D experience in one’s 
living room, there’s little need for massive square footage.

Should we be worried about land values, empty 
buildings and the tax base of our communities? With 
rising populations and changing retail formats, there’s 
little need to fear. 

With a little rezoning, a future condo development 
could transform the average 106,000-square-foot 
Walmart to 44 comfortable 2,400-square-foot luxury 
dwellings. Giants like JCPenney, Kmart and IKEA will 
need to be similarly downsized, and space repurposed. 
While landlords and property managers are facing 
many challenges, the remodeling industry is potentially 
looking at an exciting renaissance. 

But retail stores are not the only structures that will need 
to be addressed.

BANKS AS VIRTUAL, NONRETAIL 
ENTITIES ONLY
Virtual banking is already killing US bank branches. Nearly 
1,500 branches were closed in 2013, and a total of 281 in 
the first quarter of 2014. Virtual banking institutions now 
own almost 10% of the market. The industry is clinging to 
the fact that customers still want advisory services in the 
areas of private banking and investments, and want to talk 
to someone to resolve issues.

However, personal virtual assistants may eliminate a 
bank’s need for a branch entirely. 

Bankers don’t have the time to do the kind of 
personalized holistic analysis Yseop and Watson can 
do almost instantly. Many of the financial decisions 
that individuals make can be guided through a rules-
based interface that leverages artificial intelligence. 
Yseop already helps financial institutions leverage their 
structured data to arm their sales force with personalized 
recommendations for which products and strategies a 
customer should use. IBM is also focusing on Watson-
based solutions for the financial industry. 
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RETAIL SUPPLIERS
The inability to adjust to sudden changes in demand can 
be the most costly supply chain disruption for retailers 
and manufacturers alike.

Those at risk include manufacturers of shopping carts, 
cash registers, shelves and display systems, hangers, 
tagging guns and price-label systems, etc. These firms 
will experience a dramatic contraction in demand. Sales 
volume will plummet, and infrastructure and overhead 
pressures will lead to further market consolidation and 
diversification.

However, those who manufacture shipping container 
solutions will expand and necessarily innovate in 
order to optimize material use and reduce pricing. For 
instance, the array of standardized box and bag sizes 
will need to expand to accommodate order-size ranges 
more efficiently. The industry will also need to work with 
consumers to explore how they can efficiently address 
the need to reuse or repurpose used shipping materials.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION
Wholesale distributors are already under pressure 
to innovate and automate in response to the 
warehousing and rapid delivery needs of e-commerce 
partners, retailers and B2B sellers. As retailers shrink 
their footprint, the nature and scope of their store 
replenishment needs will change significantly. Retailers 
will rely on partners to fulfill their same-day delivery 
needs from an expanded set of distributed warehouses. 

Today you may see an industry in which paper is still 
the primary means of directing pick and pack workers. 
Those who don’t take a hard look at their technology, 
processes, workforce and warehouse footprints now 
will be overtaken by competitors. But it will not be easy. 
A great deal of analysis, capital and planning will be 
required before this traditionally slow-moving sector can 
modernize to adapt.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Artificial intelligence and virtualization present 
tantalizing opportunities for educators. But they also 
represent a very real threat.

Traditional higher education is already under enormous 
pressure to innovate. Acting now is imperative, or these 
institutions won’t be beneficiaries of the next big surge 
in education demand, as new interruptive models are 
emerging quickly. The evolution we predict will mean that 
many retail workers need to transition from interfacing 
with people to managing technology—or leave retail 
entirely. They will need to be retrained, as will the many 
other people across industries facing a similar fate.

Leveraging emerging technologies and meeting the 
on-demand needs of Millennials and Gen Z must be 
priorities if traditional colleges and universities want to 
survive. New entrants into higher education will be those 
who are quick to virtualize and compress the education 
experience in order to lower costs. And they’ll have a 
great advantage in global accessibility.

Another need that colleges and universities must tackle 
is nimble curriculum. Business education is centered on 
aging product and distribution paradigms. Prevailing 
methods of demand creation are rapidly evolving, while 
curriculum takes two to three years to develop. How will 
schools help students understand the new skills needed 
for future business success?  

Harvard Business Professor Clayton 
Christensen has predicted that 

50% of all traditional higher 
education institutions will be 
bankrupt within 15 years.
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Questions To Ask Now

■■ What is your firm’s long-term vision?

■■ What opportunities does this wave of innovation signify for your firm?

■■ How will these innovations equip new models and interruptors?

■■ What will your firm need to do to lead?
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